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Household, Classes, and Integration
Processes in a Scandinavian Village over
300 Years
A Study in Historical Structuralism

1. THE PROBLEM

In his E thnologie generale, Jean Poirier advocates the need for more elaborate structural historical studies beyond the conventional dichotomies of
the Gemeinschaft-Gesellscfiaft
type. The present study intends to be a
venture into that direction. By structural I mean the extricating and connecting of th e imp or ta n t elem nts f a cultural situation as well as the succeeding indu ctiv or cl du i e ar h f r its core (das Wesen) with regard to the
probl em. in qu est ion an d the relevan t. time. I shall also deal with the passage
from on e st at,re t anoth er - quival ent to the shifting of the location and
quality of th e cor e, althou gh I think that such structural metamorphic
studi es requir e a mor e de tailed analysi s on a micro level.
The interest in the ecological primary group, whether it be called household, houseful, menage (cf. vulgar latin mansionaticum)
or communaute,
coincides with a theoretical standpoint: only the everyday social actions, the
constantly recurring stimuli and contacts and the biological bases of life are
important for an und erstandin g of th e human condition in a long-range perspective. With referenc e to the pre-industrial world, historically and geographically, I have suggested the term communalism for this point of departure. Th e idea can be h.arpened further: only those occurrences which
refer to the common man should be the bject of urgent ant hropological
(ethnological) research; only what takes place in the micro -social world at
the grass roots level and must be excavated from sources neglected by
contemporaries and unnoticed by common observation, is exciting.
The journalistic conception of reality, then, is false. Secular changes resemble hidden facts without a name that become apparent only on distribution diagrams, in averages, types and relations, not to naive reflection.
Household has precedence over family if we want to understand the preindustrial world in its everyday connotations. The household, in Old Swedish dialect hiisk( e), in Old English hiw isc (from hiw; also hide), that is all
the individuals gathering around the same pot and the same hearth (hiwi"sc
according to some linguists being derived from an old word for hearth) or
working and living t ogether on the same premises in a more or less shared
economy, constituted such a continuous group; its structure and ecological
conditions will be analysed here with reference to the village of Hagestad in
the parish of Loderup, located on the fertile plain between the towns of
Ystad and Simrishamn in southeastern Scania (Osterlen in Sweden).
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The large hou eholds f m rchants and craftsmen caught my attention
when I studied the question of urban physical environment in nineteenth
century townships of weden. On analysing census registers and taxation
lists quantitatively I found that around 1850 more than 25 per cent of all
adults were maids and hands, joumeymen and clerks, all listed as belonging
to the households of their masters. The economic factors which determined
the composition of the human groups in this case seemed more important
than the family and kinship orientation favored by conventional sociology
or social anthropology. Could such a finding have general validity? It is of
ourse true that precisely the bourgeois family ideology of the late 19th
century has put its stamp on much anthropological literature. The family
has been pre-supposed to be the original and general social unit - and the
findings have long been forced to confirm this hypothesis. In his The Origin
of Human Marriage, first printed in 1889, Edward Westermarck, for
example, was anxious to present all extant evidence of the age-old existence
of the monogamous familiy. Even when theories of origins and evolutions
became obsolete, the family-and-kinship complex still retained its grip on
anthropology in both its local functional and its global and structural orientation. This seems to me a disproportionate interest in relationships that are
partly formal. New insights may be gained by studying, instead, different
constellation~ of households.
In any case, the tangible reality for the European peasantry in earlier centuries was the multinuclear or extended household rather than the family,
and even the "familial" group itself has represented quite different social
phenomena in different epochs, so that one should apply different terms
when dealing with entities only seemingly identical. In this paper I hope to
show the importance of the extended large household and the systematic
variation over time of kinship relations as well as of the "family" among the
farming population in one - at least not atypical - village.

Did the kinship terms denote connection by blood? With all deference to
the kinship terms: were they really used in daily speech? And: if used, did
they really imply kinship relations? According to information from Osterlen
villages toward the end of the last century, a wife was addressed as well as
spoken of simply as kvingja (woman). The husband was correspondingly
addressed as gubbe (=old man, literally godfather). Compare this with the
Moslem habit never to mention a woman's name but to call her only "woman"1.
Such very general descriptive terms were far removed from the pretentious
mother and father. Children and servants alike were simply called drang (=
boy, hand) and piga (= girl, maid). Mor (short for mother) and far (short for
1 Information from the Karatjajevo-Tjerkesskaja region, USSR, 1973.
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father) were also in use, especially with well-to-do peasants, but it may be
qu estion ed whether these forms of address had any correlation to consanguinity or, rather simply, denoted the master and mistress of the farm.
At the beginning of this century, the servants used to say husbon en (cf. husband) to and of the yeoman farmer. If the farm was a large one, they used
to call him patron. Compare the Croatian corporate big household's domacin (master) and domacica (mistress). The whole collective body of people
was the g8rafolket (= the people living on the farm) in Osterlen; there was no
separate term for the intimate kinship group before the 20th century. At the
most the servants said di sjiilve (= they themselves) of their master and
mistress, since a separate dining room for employees, folkastuan ( the folks'
room), was established in the late 19th century.
In the province of Vastergotland, in the middle of the 19th c:entury, the
people on the farm used the designation v3.nn-far (= our father) or v8nn
(ours) for the peasant himself. The neighbour peasant was called darrafar
{their father) or dorres (theirs). It is probable that the pastors, influenced by
the Old Testament and the artificiality of religious ritual, were partly responsible for the appearance among the peasantry of a special formal vocabulary to be used on extraordinary occasions and in contacts with the
upper classes. Such choice of formal words must not be confused with the
language of everyday life. The ambiguous nature of language and its division into a pretentious layer and a common or "low" one may be significant for other pre-industrial peoples as well. Which of the two has been used
in contacts with anthropologists? It is not permissible to accept the language
of the clergy, and the bourgeoisie - or of the nobility - in old times as valid
for common folks. Through the centuries, terms like father, mother, son,
daughter, (maternal) uncle, {maternal) aunt, neighbour, kinsman (Sw. friinde), family and clan (Sw. iitt) signified different things to noblemen and
magnates and to peasants. The Swedish Academy Dictionary, e.g., states misleadingly that servants were considered as members of the "family" and
that, therefore, they called their master and mistress father and mother. But
no "family" concept existed among the common people during the 17th
century, and the servants, largely sons and daughters of neighbouring farmers, were supposed to become farmers themselves when time and appropriate circumstances met. The rapid change of holders of farms because of
high mortality and diseases and the equally quick remarriages during the
17th century meant that 40-50 per cent of all children would have had ·
foster-parents, had they stayed at home. 2 This, however, was not often the
2 Accordjng to cnlculation s from the Re cords of Deaths and Burials, furnished with complete bio graphies, for the parishe s of Sj6rbymaglc and Kirkerup 1646·1688 (Zealand, Denmark) . Sec Levned sl~b i S~rbymaglc og Kirkerup K.irkeb;ger 1646-1731. I. Edited by Udvalget for Udgivelse af
Kilder til Landbefolkningens Historic (Committee for the publication of sources on the history of
the rural population) by Ole H~jrup. Copenhagen 1963.
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case. Instead, the children of farmers took employment from as early an age
as 8 to 10 years. As a consequence, biological child-parent relations were
the rule only for very young children - of whom up to 50 per cent would
die before the age of 15.

Morbror (mother's brother) was a common way of addressing any respectable neighbour (Vastergotland and Narke provinces, 19th century);
and moster (mother's sister) was an even more widely used address for elderly unrelated women. To a person of rank, "neighbours" were equivalent to
a circle of friends and acquaintances within a wide range of parishes which
could be reached by horse carriages; to a peasant, a neighbour was the- indispensable companion in labour and life. Clanship {iitt) was the pomp of
aristocracy.
"Familj" as a concept crystallized among farmers in the late 19th century,
or even la,er, which means one hundred years' retardation in comparison
with the bourgeoisie and the clergy. Kinship as a personal obligation was
acknowledged by the peasantry, not least as duties towards the members of
the husband's or the wife's earlier group of identification (the household
of one's childhood). But kin as an exclusive and lasting group does not
seem to have existed among the Scanian peasants if we go beyond the middle
of the 18th century. How could it have been maintained without the use of
family names? This, of course, remained a difficulty throughout the time
when patronymics were in use.
The nobility used their coats of arms and a verbal representation of the
same, in addition to full patronymics (Gustaf Eriksson Vasa). A farmer in
an area with separate farms or very small villages would be referred to by his
Christian name only, or by his Christian name in combination with the name
of his farmstead or group of farms (Nils i Wijby). This refers to the 16th to
18th centuries. If we look at the situation toward the end of the 19th century, however, the full name of an influential peasant may have come to
be used to define his farmstead as well as one or two generations of descendants. Geographical farmstead names were unknown in the Loderup villages
before the 20th century. There were two villages in Loderup Parish: Hagestad with as many as 48 farmsteads and Loderup, adjoining the church, with
approximately 30 farmsteads (18th century).

Households as well as villages were organ£zations
for production rather than for ownership.
In the following I hope to show that the emergence of kinship groupings
and ideology took place over a long period. It certainly passed through more
stages than can be accounted for in this paper. The problem of inheritance
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customs is still largely unexplored. At least it seems fairly certain that there
was no real private ownership of farmsteads in these large Osterlen villages
during the 17th century. Nor was there any traceable inheritance from father
to son of the right to use the agricultural units. It is, on the other hand,
possible that forest villages, for example those on the ridge of Linderods~sen
in Scania or especially in the deep forests of Dalecarlia, represented a higher
degree of rootedness and local traditionalism. This was ecologically conditioned and it also implied a high inbreeding coefficient and an extremely
high level of mutual identification within relatively small villages.
This may be regarded as the peasant counterpart to aristocratic clans hut without any pursuit of pedigree or personal inheritance expectations or
delimited patrilineal sets. The local forms and phases of the interconnectedness between common folks and gentry as well as the inheritance customs,
varied kaleidoscopically in their details within the Nordic lands which include such differing areas of tradition as the Norwegian valleys, the Icelandic
dispersed farmsteads, the Karelian woodland villages, the Laplandish sitas (=
herding units) and the plains of Denmark and Scania. In spite of these variations, important structural conformities can also be discerned, for example
in the gradual change towards a higher degree of interlocal integration and
differentiation, accompanied by a decreasing degree of co-operation within
the villages.
Such a change was partly concomitant to a slow secular accumulation,
partly marked by sudden innovations or swift behavioural metamorphoses
during periods as short as decades. I regard it as an urgent task to combine
local studies, showing the variations, with more general outlooks which can
reveal the larger contexts in the structure of sociocultural changes. But a
local study can also, as here, be oriented towards unraveling very general
phenomena.
It is also clear that the intimate relations between husband and wife as
well as those between parents and children were qualitatively different
among the common people during the 17th as compared with the 20th century. It is an advantage to get away from words which carry a definite meaning in the present society - as the word "family" does. The term itself may
form an obstacle to the discovery of connections other than those covered
by its conventional meaning. It is true that "household" is a present-day
term, but it has certainly much more neutral connotations than "family"
or "consanguinal relatives". I prefer another set of terms than those usually
applied in kinship studies. For this reason there seem to be two alternatives:
to use words of the peasantry as far as they will go, or to use artificial, descriptive, non-emotive terms.
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2. THE SOURCES.

The Church records form the main source material for demographic studies in Sweden and Denmark from the 17th century on, supplemented by
taxation lists that are sporadically available from the late 16th century.
The central Swedish source for historical population studies are the EcdPsiastical Parish Registers in the Provincial Record Offices (Landsarkiv). These
records date from an experiment carried out in I 628 by the Bishop of
Yastedls, Johannes Rudbe kius. A cording Lo his printed instructions, the
JocaJ pastors were required to draw up Lists ar Inhabitants (follraliingdcr)
including everybody over l O years of age al th · occasion of the Bishop's
inspection. This was the prototyp · of lh c Registers of Lhc Parish Catechctical Mc tings (husforhorsliingdei-). In complian c with a synod decision of
1622 at the Dioce e f VasterBs, books were also to be kept or all births and
baptisms, marriages, and burials - the prototypes of the lhr ·c sets of Church
Records (min£sten :albock •r). There aTc sporadic ases of Lists of lnhabitants
preserved from as early as 1630, including aU individuals from the age of
10, household by household, and enabling us to recon truct the primary
groups (children under 10 excluded). From th middle of the 17th century
ther are also certain lists registering all inhabitants. The later part of the
17th century offers some Registers of the Parish Catechetical Meetings including the total population and indicating the date and place of biI th for
every single indivi.dual (e.g ., Grandgarde, Dalecarlia 1672). This makes it
possible to compare demographic conditions in a village or parish during th ·
17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. The Parochial Records (kyrkbocker)
also contain tables of the ownership of farmsteads, the number and location
of the farms in the villages, the number of farmers on each farmstead, the
seating of people in church, notes of repairs for the church and for the
parsonage, farmers' wills, and punishments meted in accordance wjth Canon
Law. Church Records which have been kept day by day from the 1620s to
the present, with the age and the cause of death of deceased persons, the
names and positions of the parents of the newborn as well as those of bridal
couples, make it possible to undertake minute studies of the secular processes in question.
The Church Ordinance of 1686 prescribed the establishment of annual
Parish Catechetical Registers (sknftebok, "Book of Communion") of the ·
adult population.

In the parish of Loderup, the main object of this study, such lists were
kept from 1692 to 1713. From 1714 onwards they only register young
people, but from th~ middle of the 18th century, complete registers were
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kept again. The Synod of 177 3 ordered the establishment of a new type of
Parish Catechetical Registers (husforhorsliingder) including all inhabitants,
old and young, with dates of birth for everyone. The title of the Population List for the year 1694 used in this study is "A Catalogue of the Total
Parish Population ...
Old and Young who go to Confession and Absolution, Established According to the Church Ordinance, page 173, under
Village, Number (of farmstead) and Household (boolagh, lit. = those who
live together)".
The fact that the households were registered under the official number of
the farmstead facilitates the checking of the whole list against the Taxation
Register for the corresponding year and the supplementation of the size and
cadastral classification of the farm. The Book of Communion contains the
Christian name, the patronym ( of men, but not of all women), the profession, and the status within the household of every individual over 14-15
years of age. Invalids, ailing and poor persons were registered under the
number of the farmstead or house where they lived. A comparison between
the Taxation Lists (mantalsliingd) for the years 1694 and 1699 and the
corresponding Books of Communion shows an adequate congruity for the
categories peasant (bonde), wife, son, daughter, farmhand and maid; the
totals for the whole parish show a difference of only one per cent in favour
of the Books of Communion. But if we proceed to the categories of inmates
and cotters, the Church Register lists a considerable number of such poor
persons that are not represented in the Taxation List, namely 90 as compared to 6. As far as those poor people are concerned, the Church Books
must thus be regarded as an indispensable source.
The supervision by the ecclesiastical authorities embraced every individuals at this time and place. It also appears that lists from consecutive
years are not copied from each other. The problem of whether Population
Lists were made up during a relatively short time and at the same period
from year to year is of great importance. In Scania, the Books of Communion of this time were dated in summer, whereas the 1681 Ecclesiastical
Population Register from Lundby in Central Sweden was established at
Michaelmas, "when the people had been introduced to their legal employ".
The cooperation with the churchwardens and other peasant representatives
seems to have been satisfactory enough for the completion of the registers
within a period of probably a few weeks. The Taxation List of 1699 was
signed on January 14th, thus representing the situation at the tum of the
year.
For the second half of the 18th century I have used the Parish Catechetical Lists for the years 1760, 1 771, and 1782, with special attention to the
Register of 1771, dated November 30th. In addition to the information con-
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tained in the Books of Communion it gives accurate birth dates, the patronym of women, and the names· of all children. - For the 19th century I
chose the Taxation Register of 1871, dated November 29th, 1870. At this
time the decree of 1765 was in force, "that the Taxation Commissioners
should be held strictly responsible for the inclusion into the lists of all
living people, with separate columns for those over and under age exempted
from taxation, in order that the summaries of the Taxation Lists for the country might be checked by the Statistical Office". llere, too, birth dates
were listed. A special reason for using the Taxation List in this study is the
rise of a new category, owners of very small lots, who were nevertheless
listed as farmers. This makes it expedient to separate farmers with farmsteads of more than 10 tunnland (= 12.2 acres) from those with smaller
holdings; with the help of the Taxation List it is possible to estim~te the
exact size of the farm.
With regard to recent times, within living memory, I have interviewed
farmers in the village and area of Hagestad in 1949, 1957, 1974-75, and
1978. Furthermore, a sample of farmers in the whole district of southeastern Scania was interviewed in 1949.

In addition to the indicated Population Registers I have made use of the
Land Surveying Records (jordrevning!>protokoll) of 1671 which provide insight into the economic situation and the number of domestic animals on the
farms. For these records the Surveyors of the Crown visited and inspected
each farm. This source is kept in the Public Record Office (Riksarkivet) in
Stockholm. The conditions on farmsteads with two households are also elucidated by the House Inspection Protocols (husesyns£nstrument) from around
1720, now in the Military Record Office {Krigsarkivet) in Stockholm. Scania
formed part of the Kingdom of Denmark until 1658. For comparison I have
used a number of Population Lists from Zealand from the second half of the
17th century, as well as Taxation Lists for Scania from the first half of the
17th century and earlier, that are now kept in the National Record Office
and the Provincial Record Office {Rigsarkivet and Landsarkivet for Sjaelland,
respectively) in Copenhagen.
As regards the sequence of records, the Taxation Lists are extant yearly
from 1658 on with gaps in the first half of the 18th century. Parallel to
them, but more continuous, are the series of Land Assessment Books. They
give information on the cadastral standing of the homesteads, and, to acertain degree, the assessments and names of their holders. The burden of taxation and the succession of holders present important problems that may be
solved with the help of this kind of source. First and foremost, however, it
is the complete series of Church Records, which for Loderup run from 1684
to the present, that make it possible to reconstruct the biological-demo-
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graphic base for different historical situations as well as to follow the secular
changes of the society on a micro-level.
It should also be pointed out that the Books of Births, Deaths and Marriages not only provide demographic data but also gjve information on name
forms, professions, · locations, kinship and marriage interrelations, patronclient relationships (e.g., god parents), diseases and causes of death for three
hundred years, and that this wealth of information is still awaiting analysis
by social scientists.

3. THE STORY
The amalgamation between the serfs and the poorest sections of the
farming population during the 12th and 13th centuries, and the rise of a
feudal nobility from the ranks of the wealthy section of the farmers or
yeomen (bonde), on the other hand, ended in a cleavage between feudal,
landowning, leisured seigneurs and a protected but subserviant peasantry. In
Hagestad village the peasants were servants of the nobility during the first
part of the 17th cel1tury. After the Swedish conquest in 1658, the position
of many peasants was changed to that of peasants of the Crown. This meant
that the corvee was partly replaced by tributes in money and in kind, but the
lot of the peasant was still quite miserable.

A. THE SERFDOM

STAGE

The simple reason for my interest in finding source material from the time
prior to the 18th century was my hope of discovering a social situation that
would be fundamentally different from the classical Scandinavian peasant
culture between 1750 and 1870. The presentation and interpretation of the
data on one single village, Hagestad in Loderup Parish, does not claim to
solve this problem generally. The corresponding situation in other areas in
Denmark and Sweden must first be analysed. Therefore, this part of the
paper should be regarded as the opening of a discussion on the penultimate
stage of pre-industrial Scanian peasant culture.

..
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In order to build on a solid foundation I shall present figures from the
Church Records. The table below summarizes the main demographical data
for Loderup Parish between 1684 and 1978, as extracted from the Church
Records (Table 1 ).
In this case the correct calculation of the mean population for each decade is important. My method of going back step by step from 1 749, adding
the deceased and subtracting the new-born, could result in highly inaccurate
figures when we go back to the late 17th century. But there is still the possibility of checking in against the figures on adult population given by the
Book of Communion. In 1694 it is given as 367 persons. Assuming that the
number of children tinder 15 years amounted to 40 per cent, the total population should have been 612. Chilrlren under 15 may occasionally have been
included in the sum total of th e Book of Communion. In that case the figure
of 612 is somewhat too high. On the other hand, it seems that a percentage
of 40 is actually low. In 1645, in the Danish parishes of S~ rbymagle and
Kirkerup, the children made up 45 per cent of the total population and in
Elmelunde and Kjeldby parishes on the Danish island of Moen the corresponding percentage was 43. For Vastansjo Village in Dalecarlia in Sweden 1673
the percentage was 40. Reducing the calculated portion of children in the
whole population would make the birth rates and death rates proportionally
higher. My conclusion is therefore that the figures of the table have not been
stated too high. The presumed figure of 642 for the mean population in the
l 690's is reasonable, considering that it would have been 644 in 1694, had
the percentage of children been just a bit higher than there presumed, or 43
per cent (as in Elmelunde and Kjeldby, Denmark). The difference is slight.
Had the mean population for the decade been only 612 individuals, the birth
rate would rise to 45 per thousand.

There is no basis for the assumption that the dividing line for these demographic facts falls exactly halfway between the years 1684 and 1800. But if
we arbitrarily split the material into two halves, one comprising the years
1684-1740 and another 1741-1800, the result is a birth rate of 39 per thousand for the time before 1740 and 33 per thousand for the time after 1740.
The death rates average 33 per thousand for the earlier and 25 per thousand
for the later period. In spite of the spectacular differences in the general
mortality, I sµggest that we tum our attention to the fertility and its con- comitant, infant mortality. The earlier situation, that we may for the moment label "the situation of the sixteen hundreds", is characterized by a high
and possibly uncontrolled birth rate. If we suppose that the fertile period of
women did not exceed 20 years and if we consider the physical disorder~
that may have prevented an average of one childbirth every second year, the
maximum birth rate for Loderup would still not be higher than slightly
above 40 per thousand. The number of women in the fertile period has,
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Notes to table I
See also the diagram
I) The populati on before 17-19 has been calculated from the figure for 17-19 hy the subtraction of live
births and the addition of dea ths, year by year.
2) Bubonic plagu e in l 713.
3) The number of deaths fur the different age groups ref ers to the years 171:!-l 720 with the year
1711 missing.

General commentary:
The reli ability of the population figures before 1749 is discussed in the text,p.8lf.Correspondingly
high figures for the crude birth rat e over 40/ 1000 ,,.hi(;h ·orroborat e 1J1e pres ent tab le, have be e n
found for the Zealand parish of S~rbym agle 1656-1 665 (-18/ 1000), as well as for the Icelandi c parish
of Modruvellir at different times between 1694 and 1800 . See also E. Gau 1.icr and L. He nry, La population de Crulai paroisse Normande, Paris 1951!, p. 51!. This, how ever, does not prove a general law of
such high birth rates at the time of the an cient regime.
The common deficiency of statistical tabl es is their inability to account for things not for eseen
when the original categories were forrned. The problem is aggravated when the table comprises larger,
mor e heteroge neous popul atio n . I suspec t th at onl y a furth er d iffere ntiat ion of th e crud e birth and
dca tl1 rates can an swex som e o f th e qu estion s raised hy stud y of thi s tabk, whi ch co vers qu ite a long
period of t im e. Tentat ively, I have spli l' the popul aLion for th e period I 760-178 2 into farm ers with
the ir hous eho lds and cott ers an d ca lcul ated th e death rate for each group. The outcome is an average
of IS.5/1000 for the farmers and 32.1/1000 for the cotters.
My preliminary int erpr eta tion of th e pr esent table is th e following: The feudal tim e was ch aracterized by nearly unlimit ed fer tility, te mpo rarily chec ked by m ent al str ess in times of pand emic diseas ·s
(and di sasters). Th e pc;isant -far mers do min ated the scene . f rom th e l 74 0's on on e no tices a slight
downw a.rd trend in the binh (ate , po ssibly related tc, a new co ns"ciousn css as to th e negative aspe cts of
having too many survivin g children. Measures taken in thi s eo nn ec rion were certai nly prac tised by tl1e
farmers through the foll owing centuries. The relatively high fertility rate from the l 7 IIO's through
the 11150's may then be related to the rise of the class of cotters, who did not practise contraceptive
tec hniques. The starting point for a new dram ati do wnw ard tr end in the birt h rat e may be in th e
I 860' s, which was also the decade when the bou rge ois cuhu re won a dec isive victory over tl1c folk
culture in south-eastern Scania. The extremely low figures for th e las t deca des o.f ili at century in Loderup Parish may be further explained by the depopul at ion o f th e ar a, especi ally as regards th e mo st
fertile age groups.
The number of illegitimate births in the old agrar ian societ y of Lod e rup was low. A rise of thi s
fertility coin cides with th e app earan ce of th e class of cot tage rs (and croft ers). Th e rise of the figur es
for illeg itimate fertility from the l 84 0' s probably reflects th e growin g mobility of the popu lation
during the 19th century. In th e deca des around 1900, the se figure s ro se to new heights. This wa s the
time of railw ay construction; the railw ay to Loderup was finished in I 89 4 . From tJ,en on the urban
cen tre a t the railw ay sta t ion developed . In the 1920' s and 19 30' s, th ere was a height of propagation of
illegitimate children, with nearly every fif th child being born out of wedlock. Again , it was the cott ers
and their descendants who wer e mainly involved in th e breaking o f norms in thi s way, together with
the mobile urban population and the seivants at tJ,e estat e of Hagestnborg. The farm &s and their
adult children were rarely reported as parents of illegitimate children. The figures declin ed after the
Second World War. Their rise again during the 1960's and 1970's is in fact a new phenomenon: it has
become a norrn for young people to live together ( "sambo ") without formal marriage.
The factors behind th e high death rate were closely connected with thos e behind the high birth
rate' during the ancient regime. The life style, centered as it was on the pleasures of the moment,
tended both to disregard the consequences of child propagation and to treat infants and ailing people
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in a haphazard, irrational way. We must also consider the possibility that biological mechanisms were
roused at times when extinction threatened the whole population. - When rational planning was
brought to the fore, which in this area may have been the case from the l 740's, the first consequence
of a lower birth rate should have been a diminished infant mortality. The figures in the columns of
agestructured mortality during the 17 40's and the 17 50's support this assumption. The crude death
rate was l_essresponsive to human endeavour than the birth rate because of the violent but transient
epidemics of small-pox, scarlet fever, measles, croup, diphteria, and dysentery, which affected the
whole population. We do notice a certain decline of the death rate from the l 740's onwards which
was interrupted in the l 780's by severe epidemics affecting the adolescents. It is possible that such
diseases had their origin among the cottagers' children. It is interesting that the next and decisive drop
in the death rate comes in the 1840's and 1860's.
As for the 2'lth century, no dramatic changes in the crude death rate have occured. The figures
for the !960's and 1970's are considerably higher than the national average of 10/1000. The Loderup
death rate of 15/1000 should be attributed to the high average age of the population in Loderup
Parish of today. We also find that during the last two decades deaths have by far outnumbered the
births.
The differences in the mortality of the age groups (age-structured mortality) show a remarkable
stability for the period 1684-1860. The main variations can be said to have affected the number of
children who survived their first 15 years (live births minus deaths at 0-15 years of age). This percentage was 66 for the period 1684-1710, fell to 16 from 1711 to 1720 (the year 1711 included) and
fluctuated between 70 and 60 till the 1840's when a rise to 77 took place. From the 1860's onwards,
the number of children who survived their first 15 years of life has on the whole risen to over 90 %
(since the 1930's). The most conspicuous structural change also came in the 1860's when the percentage of infant mortality fell below 20/1000 and, on the other hand, the mortality for persons over
15 years of age started to rise steadily. The relative number of deaths among adolescents, however, did
not change until the 1890's when there was a sudden fall from 24 to 13 %. It is remarkable that in the
last decades adolescent mortality has dropped to practically nil, the only child mortality thus affecting
a minimal number of infants: consequently adult mortality, in effect old age mortality, has gone up
t') 99 %. This proves Loderup Parish to be an integrated part of a sophisticated
social welfare society.
The problem of secular demographic change can be answered in the following way for Loderup
Parish. It seems reasonable to connect births and deaths, partly because the two occurrences must have
influenced each other, partly becllu~e their interpl ay resulted in a certain population size and density
which, again, was a decisive factor for work organization, household composition, and class differ entiation. If one calculates the percentage of births relative to deaths, a number of relatively well-defined periods stand out. The figures for the ancient regime is 116 (1409 births and 1212 deaths for the
year 1684-1740). This means a slow population growth, often broken by setbacks from pestilence,
famine and the like. I have checked the: corresponding figures for 13 other parishes in Scania. In one
case births and deaths could be ascertained for the years 1672- 1746 (Sodr a Rorum). This birth/death
coefficient was 115. But the total averag e was 128 which remains obsclll'e, unless one investigarc :s the
details. Pestilence may have struck unev enly. The figures most ly referr ed to th e year. 1690-1 746. The
births and death s for the Bishop's Congreg"lion in the town of Viistecis (d-0mkyrkoforsumliug) for the
years 1623 -1753 show a birth/death coefficient of 97 for the ye~ 162 8- 1701, and I 14 for tl1e years
1713-17 53. For the years 1702-1712 there was tlO information on deaths.
As for Loderup Parish the first demographic transition seems to have begun in the l 740's with a
new, lower class entering the scene and pursuing the old feudal traditions. The birth/death coefficient,
however, rose to 126 for the years 1741-11110. The second demographic transition, characterized by a
growing overweight of the births, can be dated to 11111-1880. The birth/death coefficient then rose
to its maximum, 166. It is noteworthy that this relationship does not appear if we watch the birth and
death rates separately. This was the time of the population explosion in this area.
The next phase in this process may be called the First Industrial Period, dating from 111111
through
1930. The relationship births/deaths fell to 145. Finally, we now experience the Second Industrial
Period, marked not only by a population decline because of out-migration but by a more ominous lack
of regeneration, the birth/death coefficient being 99 for the time 1931-19711.
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however, been calculated on the basis or the proportions in the population of 1771. If we look al Elmclunck and Kjeldby parishes in 1645
instead, counting the total number or \\'0lllCn or 2 l--J.Oyears or age (114 out
or 89-! individuals in the total population), the result is a theoretical birth
rate of 48 per thousand. Thi s ,,rresponds lo 011 • ·hildhirth e\'lT)' two yea rs
over a period of' 20 year~, minus '2:, pc.:r ·c·nl t n a To unl ol' phy sical disor ders. In the 17th century and in thi s ar ·a ( 'cania and Denmark), the large
number of illmatchcd marriages with a grea t cliff ·r n ·e of agt· bt•twcen the
spouses furth er reduced fecundity.
In this perspective, a birth rate of 4-5 per thousand is high. An analysis
of the Death Book of Sef>rbymaglc and Kirkcrup for the years 1646-1688
shows that among peasants every married man who reached the age of 50
or more had been the father of 9.7 children on average. Every married
women who reached the age of 40 or more had given birth to 10.2 children
on average.

The complex of infant mortality and unrestricted propagation of children
Under those conditions in which human life was exposed to ever-present
threats of d ath and hardships through lack of food, diseases, and the
aggression or enemies or armed supe ri rs, and where people lived close to the
biological survival limit, the situati 11 of the children was by far most peril us. This in tum was link ed to the fact that mothers were unceasingly
engaged in the reproduction cycle of mating, pregnancy, childbirth (or miscarriage) and lactation.
They were consequently always in the danger of infection in the reproductive tracts, of puerperal fever and other childbed disturbances, as well as
of various deficiency diseases. The average lenght of life of married women
in S¢,rbymagle and Kirkerup amounted to less than that of married men.
During the intervals between the severe epidemics the crowds of children
grew denser and poor peasants and cotters must have found it hard to feed
all mouths. The most frequent cause of infant mortality given in the Books
of Deaths and Funerals was, in fact, "unknown child disease". Anything
could be hidden behind such an obscure label. This refers to the 18th century. In the 17th century, the social control exercised by neighbouring
women may have been stricter. The Danish historian Gustaf Bang has analyzed material from one borough and five rural parishes of this time. He
found that 5-6 per cent of all infant deaths were caused by - or probably
.caused by - suffocation in the bed. He considered this figure to be rather on
the low side. In the material from Zealand which I have examined, there
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were several cases of children's death caused by hunger in combination with
manifest negligence.

Biological hardships forced people together
Life was by no means a drab monotony, as seen in longrange perspective.
Everybody must have been prepared for sudden changes between failing and
abundant crops, peace and plunder, ordinary sickness and mortality from
bad hygiene or gluttony, and such fearful summers as that of 1713, when
the bubonic plague snatched away nearly half the children and one third of
the adult population of the two Loderup villages. Refuge was taken with the
collective. Every childbirth was attended by a gathering of the neighbouring
women. According to the Book of Communion of 1694, no single widow
existed in the parish of Loderup. Those few men who lived unmarried were
supported by an adult female helper in all cases except on - a shepherd.
Men and women were equally anxious to remarry immediately upon the
death of their spouse. What if the plans were made even before the death
of the wife or husband? Peasants lived for the moment, relatively speaking.
They got as much pleasure as possible out of life, by getting drunk if nothing
else, for death and disease was always lurking nearby. If there were 92 hpuseholds in Loderup Parish in the l 690's, and if the mean size of the households
was 7 individuals, then each household was struck by death every five years
and blessed with a new baby every three years on average. People lived close
to each other and shared feasts and hardships and drudgery. The high number
of births and deaths in itself is therefore the sign of a way of life that plainly
differs from the situation at the end of the next century. External factors
such as heavy conscriptions or a succession of harvest failures could at any
time bring about such sudden changes that were characteristic of these economic and social conditions, but it is not by chance that the birth rate in a
population remains at the 44 per thousand level for a whole decade. The
death rate is different: it can be influenced by factors outside human control. But an extremely high birth rate presupposes a certain way of life
(genre de vie) embraced by women and men. A high nativity goes with a
certain high mortality, since by far the highest death rate occurs among
infants under one year of age.

The corporate group in the form of extended
households emerges as an actual reality
The Swedish term 'ho -lag' for the complex habitation clusters among
these settled peasants is indeed expressive. It denotes that people lived together on the farmstead, though not necessarily in just one household or
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dining group (Sw. matlag = "eating companionship", G. :Fischgenoss ensc/zaft,
"table companionship").
Twentyfour of 58 farmers in Hage tad and 22 of
33 farmers in Loderup village in 1694 represented a type of complex household in which two farmer s and their adh erents had mov ed together into one
quadrangular farmst ead in order to pool their animals and work together in
the fields and to share th e tax liability o f the farm. This phenomenon was
frequent in th e whole of southeast ern Scania. It can be shown that the two
farmers in thes e cases usually possessed only as m any draught animals between them - at least tw o pairs - as was necessary for ordinary ploughing.
In some cases one of the two "share-farmers" was the owner of a cow. When
each of them kept a cow, one of the animals was usually the property of
someone else in th e village. The ownership of domestic animals can be
established through the Land Surveying Records of 1671. In the l 690's, 30
farmsteads in Hagestad belonged to the Crown, whereas 18 bdonged to the
nobility or to the Church. The Crown lands had belonged to the neighbouring manor of Ingelstad during the Danish rule, the peasants being under the
obligations of several days' labour a week ( corvr!e). The custom of compound households can partly be expl ain ed as an exp edient for the peasants
to properly fullfil their day-work without th e n ed of hir ed labour. Corresponding compound households exi st d at Lhat time in th e Baltic area as
well as in the Ukraine in the 18th century.

Co-operation, not kinship, determined the composition
of the complex households
The double households of Loderup in 1694 were not usually composed of
farmers related by kinship. This is perfectly consistent with the general situation. When a farm was vacant or deserted, the Crown official often had to
resort to persuasion or to threaten with conscription in order to make a
young farmhand accept the responsibility for a less fertil e farm. The pressure
of taxation was severely felt by the peasants. Ther e was no noticeable claim
for inheriting farmsteads, nor any real proprietorship of farmsteads and land.
Even for . a yeoman, three years of failure to pay th e taxes led to forfeiture
of the farm. Every young and healthy man was thus the potential manager
of a farm. The number of male and female hands was small. Every young
man and woman served from their teens until they married and settled down
as farm managers or as inmates on a farm. All servants came from the farmsteads and were not recruited from any class of cotters. The landless cottages
were very few and inhabited by old people, craftsmen, and former or prospective farmers (see table on p. 86 ). The career of a peasant-farmer would
consist of a few years in a cottage in his early life if he married without
taking over a farmstead, and later in his declining years. Neither of the two
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alternatives, however, was the ruk. Instead, peopk who wne not peasantfarmers usually asked permission to live with the farm people as inmates
(g8rdfvlk). They would be decrepit old pcopk, runner holders of the farm,
craftsmen or horse-soldiers with their wives, and occasionally crippled unmarried women. According to my calculation for llagestad, in 169-1-only 20
of a total of 72 such inmates were related to the farm managers. These inmates were not servants but they were expected to do a certain amount uf
light work in exchange for lodging and some food. In the sample, there were
two inmates to one cotter, but then there were inmates with the cotters as
well. I must add that the extremely low numl>er of adult children living at
home, according to the Hagestad Book of Communion uf 1694, had its
counterpart in the Danish villages which I have examined for the year 16-1-5.
An investigation of a great many cases uf compound households in Scania
in the House Inspection Protocol shows that the two farmers usually divided
their housing-space in such a way that each of them had the equivalent of
two of the four sides of the square courtyard. The actual living space for
·both farmers was confined to the one row where the fireplaces were located.
Occasionally two farmers would share one living-room, or they would have
separate living-rooms but share the fireplace and the oven. The animals,
representing the most important capital in that period, were tended separately. The agricultural profits were probably divided equally, as were the taxes.
The peasants lived in serfdom in relation to the Crown, the Church and
the nobility, and in comparative equality with one another - which was
sometimes forced upon them. For this situation in 17th century southern
Scandinavia I suggest the term "serfdom stage". Its existence can certainly
. be traced backwards, and in other parts of Europe - including Denmark -,
it lasted much longer than in Scania. The situation of the peasantry was
characterized by relentless exploitation, regardless of whether they were
governed by the nobility or the Crown and whether their land belonged to
a nobleman, the Crown, the Church or to the yeoman farmer himself. Conscription, day-work, transportation
of commodities and the gentry, and
other impositions by the authorities were part and parcel of the peasant's
fate. We do not find any class differentiation among the common people of
this era: anyone could be a farmer and people lived in a bio-social communion, the poor and feeble living incorporated in the clusters of people on the
farmsteads. The saving of money seems to have been directed only towards
the possible purchase of oxen as a preparation for the taking over of a farm.
No less than 40 per cent of all oxen and steers and 22 per cent of all cows in
Hagestad village in 1671 were owned by other persons than those who
actually kept them in their stables. The small number of servants and the
necessity for the husbands to spend much time on the road left the wives
with the inescapable task of tending the cattle, guarding the stores and the
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houses and caring for the young and the old; as a consequence, the women
must have been on an equal footing with the men in everyday life. They
must also have spent a great deal of their time away from the dwelling, in the
cow-barns and stables, walking to and from the outbuildings, and working in
the fields. The housekeeping was correspondingly simple, marked by an
absence of formalities and a daily routine which was broken only by the excessive feasts.
It is difficult to detect any future-oriented family planning in the form of
inheritance and wills or any pride of patriarchal descent. "The peasantfarmer does not know his great-grandfather", reads a Swedish poem from the
l 890's.
When a farm became vacant through illness or death, it was taken over by
somebody who happened to be at hand, and very often he took over the
widow as well. If the new peasant was too poor, two men could join forces.
The economic conditions which were part of the pronounced nonfamilistic
egalitarian and co-operative attitudes in the small community of neighbours
were reinforced by the biological conditions of life: children were propagated not for the sake of family planning but instinctively for the survival of
the kind. A feeling of unity may have tied together the inhabitants of a
number of adjacent farms and even villages, where people were conscious of
each other as in a nomadic tribe and where one accepted partnership,
spouses, fosterlings, inmates, and successors as matters of course, irrespective
Map No. 1 Hagestad 1732
Geodetical surveyor's map of Hagestad village, Loderup Parish, in 1732. Archive of the National
Land Survey Board, Gefle.
This map shows the 411 chiefly quadrangular farmsteads of the village and the 16 small cottages
that were inhabited by dragoons, poor discharged soldiers, humble herdsmen paid by the village
community, fence-keepers (vangavakt) and simple labourers. The parcels covered by the map are the
"home-parcels" (toft) close to the courtyards; according to the law such home -parcels determined
the size and location of all other parcels of a particular farmstead.
These other parcels were scattered on the many fields of the village. The parcels were tilled individually but most jobs, such as sowing and harvesting, had to be carried out jointly. The fields were,
moreover, separated by fences into three major divisions, one for autumn-sown rye, one for springsown barley, and one fallow where the village cattle grazed.
The arrangement of the farmsteads in one row has a geological explanation. The Baltic moraine
clay, rich in limestone deposits, was first cultivated in this area. Exactly where the road ran, the
moraine bed is interrupted by a streak of stony, less fertile land. It was practical to erect the buildings
on this stony ground with its building materials close at hand, and to have the road follow the geological borderline between tussocky waste land to the north and easy-to-plow fertile clay to the south. In
neighbouring villages they used to say that Hagestad farmers were slow, and that all they had to do
was to carry their dung across the road. In this stony area the first cottages were also erected, only
farther to the north. In 1316, their number was 43, according to a military map of that time .
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of kinship. When an old person died, death had often taken all his children.
The apparent difference in status bctvvcen the holder of a farm and a beggar
was more often than not a question of different phases in the life cycle of
one individual. Thus, the distinction was not as tangible as if race, language
or "blood"(= class) had been involved.

If, by chance, old parents could live with their son or daughter or if two
brothers could join forces on the farmstead it was certainly regarded as
pleasant, mainly because the shared childhood memories made such relationships easier. In view of the position of kinship interpretation as one of the
superpowers in anthropology, a detailed investigation into the quantitative
impact of kin relations resulting in kinship coefficients for different historical
and ecological situations is sorely needed. How close - numeriq:tlly expressed - were the kinship ties between the members of the average habitation cluster in a given total population? I have the impression that villages
in central Sweden were more often characterized by kin groupings such as
parents and married children living together than were the Scanian and
Danish villages of the 17th century. Because of the lack of a kinship ideology
among the peasants this difference may be explained by a lower migration
intensity than that of bsterlen and Zealand. A person by person comparison
between the 1694 and 1702 Books of Communion shows that in eight years
50 per cent of the peasant farmers had disappeared as managers. If, theoretically, a farmer could remain on his farm for thirty years on average, the
figure of mobility, stated as a change of domicile or change of status, would
have been 27 instead of 50. In these eight years, 73 per cent of the cotters
and practically 100 per cent of the peasants' servants had changed their
position.
The transition which took place at the beginning of the 18th century was
not restricted to the peasantry in Scania. I have concluded that equally deepgoing metamorphoses affected the higher social strata and that the bourgeois
way of life emerged during approximately the same decades. Politically, the
powerful Carolingian monarchy was succeeded by the aera of the omnipotent parliament, after the death of Charles XII in 1718.

B. THE MASTERY

STAGE

"Now servant has entered his service: doeth then with diligence and fidelity those chores which his master reasonably puts before him. And if somebody is negligent and refractory; he should first be corrected amicably and
otherwise with modest domestic beating. Should he still no_t improve, then
let him be sacked from his service without passport and character and be deprived of his salary. It is not allowed for male or female hand to have their
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chest elsewhere than where they serve" (The Statute Book of Sweden of
1 734).
By using the term "mastery stage" I want to emphasize one characteristic
of the whole period from the l 730's up to around 1920 in southeastern
Scania, namely the hierarchical organization of the peasant households with
servants and occasional workers grouped around, and highly dependant
upon, the master and mistress of the farm. It is possible that this non-egalitarian structuring increased parallel with the population growth up till 1870.
The quintessence of the secular process which took place during the 18th
and 19th centuries can be characterized as an ever increasing appropriation
of authority and economic power by the master and mistress of the individual farm. In order to gain an impression of this, however imperfectly, we
need only observe the number of farmers in Hagestad in 1694 and 1771.
They were 5 8 in 1694 and 51 in 1771, whereas the number of farmsteads remained at a constant 48. The total adult population was, in the same years,
21 7 and 42 7 respectively. While the total number of adults in the farm
households amounted to 201 persons in 1694, servants and inmates included, the corresponding figure for 1771 is 276. We must not forget that
the cotters were also, by and large, dependent on the farmers. Their number
was 16 in 1694, compared with 136 in 1771. At the beginning of the 18th
century, the authorities initiated the new, depreciating term of "dependent
dwellers" (inhyseshjon) for what had earlier been called "farm-folk" (g'lirdfolk ). Since the adult daugthers living at home and the femals hands had
multiplied from 14 to 56 between 1694 and 1771 in a decreasing number of
households, the farmer's wife certainly had more time to look after her infants and to arrange the dwelling more neatly, as well as to cook and, to a
certain extent, to set a more elaborate table.
On the basis of these structural changes it seems highly probable that the
elaborate folk costumes and other expressions of an ornamental folk culture
were restricted to the same period of 150 years, beginning with the first part
of the 18th century. This should not obscure the fact that some elements of
the folk culture were age-old, some may be traced to the 17th century, and
some were invented or remodelled at the very time of their heyday. When,
on an average, there was one surviving adult son or daughter to each farm, it
was possible to plan for the taking over of the farm by someone who had
grown up there as a member of the stem family.

A new time perspective developed among the peasants in the 18th century
An average of 1/2 son plus 1/2 daughter actually implies that older farmers kept several adult children, since th e younger couples only had young
children. The central factor probably was that arabl e land became an eco -
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nomic asset for the individual farmer and that the cultivation of land became
the main aspiration of the growing generation. This development was all the
more logical since the yields incre ase d or co uld b marke t d to th e town
merchants, whereas the burden of ta xatio n d id n o t in rease to the same extent. The peasant now had a certain scop for pl ,umin g the futur e o f his
farmstead so that a feeling of owner ship oul<l develop. In th e 17-1-0's the
Marriage Register for the first time re flec ts t he new peasa nt s If-asser tion
by listing the farmer-peasants with a title in addition to the customary driing
(young man, hand) and bondc (farmer). "Homestead farmer" (hcmmans8bon) was one such title that had been unknown during the feudal stage. At
the same time, conversely, more stress was now put on the fact that somebody was a servant hand or a cotter. The first crofter ( torparc) was noted in
the Marriage Register of 1769. The mere fact that the number of farmsteads
1emained constant despite a rapid increase in the population during the 18th
century, implies the development of a competitive situation with regard to
the right to be a farmer. The people's main source of livelihood was, of
course, still the farm land.

Thence followed an inclination to plan ahead prudently in order to keep
possession of the farm and to pass it on to one's childr en , n ow that th ere was
an abundance of prospective heirs. The right of exploit ation that had been
connected with noblemen's estates had evidently lon g ago given rise t o mani fest inheritance cmtoms within their privileged stratum. Correspondingly, as
the holding or poss ession of a farm gave means as well as status, and as a
farmer could afford to keep several servants, the attitude towards proprietorship was bound to bring forth a new class feeling in relation to those not
entitled to a farmer's status. The proletarians grew more and more numerous
as farm hands married and became cotters. The family and kinship ideology
among the pea sant s mus t have d evelop ed p arallelly with th e proprie torship
ideology, centered around the primary ecolo gical unit - th e · arm stea d. Did
the attitud e tow ards on e's own son or d aught er chan ge, gainin g a time di mension as the children were regarded as presumptive heirs? In the feudal
stage a widow of, say, fifty wouhl remarry within weeks and she would pick
a young man who could step into the former peasant's shoes. The more
self-important widow of the mastery stage was not similarly disposed, or
compelled, towards remarriage since there were always male hands available
for the chores. Typically, she would convey the farm to her son, who would
then get married, while the widow would legally retain free board and
lodging on the farm where she would stay as an inmate (sojourner in 16th
century English). While in 1694 57 out of 67, or 85 per cent of all inmates
of the two Loderup villages were not closely related to the farmer of his
wife, in 1771, only 12 out of 49, or 24 per cent, were not related to the
master or mistress.
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in the folk culture when houses
smoky dwellings with an open
changes in women's traditional
transformed.

As long as there was a lack of manpower so that any able-bodied person
could be a farmer, the contribution of women's work was of equal economic
importance to that of men's. But the egalitarian balance between the spouses
changed as the husband had male hands and adult sons for helpers. A more
pronounced division of labour crystallized, placing more domestic duties
with the mistress of the house. Female hands and daughters could be put to
outdoor work in the stables and the fields. This development gave the housewife more authority over the women while the husband had a certain advantage over his wife, as his work carried the greatest economic weight.
Whether the. balance of power between husband and wife was changed is
difficult to establish. On the whole, in the peasant society, the prestige of
the mistress of the house seems to have lasted through the 18th and 19th
centuries. If, however, the husband succumbed to the excessive use of home
distilled spirits, which spread like an epidemic during the 18th century and
partly displaced beer, the wife may have taken charge of the whole household.
More mastery authority and proprietary rights meant more conflicts. The
vicar of Loddekopinge and Borgeby in Scania has given several examples of
serious quarrels caused by daugther-in-laws moving into the house. Identical
information from two different Scanian vicars, given in 1775 and in 1759,
indicates that during this century a change took place as regards the length
of time a farmer retained his position as master. According to contemporary
reports it had become the custom for the sons or sons-in-law to take over the
government of the farm at an early stage, their fathers or fathers-in-law retiring at a fairly early age. This tendency is confirmed by Table 2. The number of potential masters, comprising adult children, servants, lodgers and
cotters, grew from 55 persons in relation to 58 farmers in 1694 to 240 persons in relation to 51 farmers in 1 771 (from 1: 1 to 5: 1). It is true that some
of the cotters of 1771 were old people, but as a whole the group now consisted of quite different categories than in the 17th century, namely young
or middleaged and healthy persons who had married without being owners
of a farmstead. It is possible that there was a certain patrilocal tendency in
Osterlen - meaning that the eldest or the youngest son succeeded to the
farm. But this is not the same as patriarchism. According to the Loderup
Parish Catechetical Register of 1771, there were 2 0 cases where the farmer's
father or mother still lived on the farm, mostly as in-mates, as against 12
cases where the wife's father or mother did so.
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Table 2. Composition of households between 1645 and 1978.

PEASANT-FARMERS I)
., Peasants' wives
Double farms
Children under 15 years of age
Adult sons
Adult daughters
Farm hands
Younger farm hands under 15 years of age
Maid-servants
Male inmates, related to the master or mistress
Female inmates, related as above
Male inmates , unrelated
Female inmates, unrelated
Inmat es, under age
Average of persons per nuclear family
Average o f per sons per.nuclear+ extended family
Avera ge of persons per stem hous ehold
Aver age of persons per stem + extended household
Avera ge of persons per household + double household
COTTERS
Wives, widows or spinsters
Children
Adult sons
Adult daughters
Male inmates
Female inmates
Inmates, under age
Average of persons per stem + extended household
CRAFTSMEN
Wives
Children
Adult sons
Adult daughters
Journeymen + apprentic es or hands
Farm hands (to craft smen running farm)
Maid-servants
Male inmates
Female inmates
Inmates, under age

GENTRY & CIVIL SERVANTS
Members of gentry /households
ADULTS,SUM
Totals of main categories:
Peasant-farmcrs2)
Inmates
Servants (adults only)

Cotters2)
Graftsmen2 with helpers
Gentry and civil servants2)
TOTAL POPULATION

S<f,rbymagle
and Kirkerup ,
Zealand
1645

Svenskiip,
Scania

Number
of persons

1694
%
Number
(ad- of perults
sons
only)

50 3
47

20
19

128
6
2
21
3
19

2
I
8

6

10
4
19
8
15
4,5
4,9
5,5
6,4 (3,4)
19

%

30
30
28
28
6
I I = 23 househ .
42
8
8
9
9
l
1
2
l

2
1

5
5
9
9
5
3,3
3,9
4,0
4,7 {3,1)
7,8 (5,2)

8
7

18
27

0
1
3

I

2
8

2
3,9 (2,4)
8
7
18

3
3

45
35

1
1
0
1

1

2

2
3
11 (4 c~

1
3

l
9 {lch.)

l
9

251

100

101

100

105

42
17

74

6

15
6
2

75
17
7
0
0
3

456

100

150

100

42
45
38

15

18

17
7

3
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Hagestad
village,
Loderup
Parish
1771

Hages tad
village,
Liiderup
Parish
1870

Number
of persons

%

58
27
55
25
4=24 househ.
5
6
20

.r

2
3
9
4
0
0
9
11

8
1
1
19
24

-p·l
4
4,3

-

9
7

I
3

4
3

0
l

-(2,2)

Hagestad
village,
Liiderup
Pari5h
1870

Number
of persons

%

51
12
49
11
4= 8 househ.
101
31
7
7
31
40
9
28
25
6
10
2
14
3
1
5
1
59
7
3,9
· 5,6
6,3
7,1 (5,0)
7,7 (5,4)
53
60
72
4
19
5
8
7
3,6 (2,3)
7
6
13
2

12
14
l

4
l

2

2
1

0

o;:\

Number
of per-
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Ditto, smallholders with
less than
12 acres
1870

Hagestad
village,
Liiderup
Parish
1978

Number
of per-

Number
of persons

sons

sons

.J,9 10

28
2912

5
-1,9
5
3=6 househ.
109
22
2
27
3
51
5
45
5
5
15
15
I
4,2
5,2
6,9
7,7 (5,5!
8,2 (5,9

5
1
1
2
2

216
216
367
52
57
1
3
2
3,6 (2,2)

22
22

21
16
25
4
4
3

%

3
3

62
5

9
6

%

-1,31316414! 11(17)
13
14
37
52
10(14)
10=20 househ,15
2516
4
1617
8
2
418
1

5

3,9
4,3
4,6
4,6 (2,6)

2,7

3,2

5
6
0
0

2
2
0
0
0
0

3
4
12 (6ch,)

0
l

!17

100

427

100

969

100

124
49
28
16

57
23
13
7

162
50
64
136
15

38
12
15
32
4

147
44
108
541
48
10

15
5
21
56
5
1

630

100

1541

100

100

381
+71

+ 7

145

38

8819

23

148 20

39

441
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Notes to table 2
Figure s in parentheses repres ent adults onl y . Th<" category 'adult daughtas ' includ t's adult female
relat ives not given as inmat es.
I) 'Nucle ar fam ily" - husb and and/or wife+ d1ild n ;n un der l 5 years ol' ai:c .
'Extended family' includes adult children stayin g a t hom e + relat ives nl' the m.ister and mistress.
' Stem hou sehold' co mp r ises the manager o f the h1>uschu ld + m in o r ;11\d adult children or fustcrlings
+ servants.
'Extend ed hou seh old' include s inmates, to o.
2) Including wiv es, housekeepers

and adult children .

3 ) Including four wealthier "cott e rs" .
4) Including four children .
5) Including on e child .
6) One fa r m compri sed th e hou sehold s o f thr ee related p easants.

7) One female h ousekeeper who was n o t relat ed to the master was listed under 'adult daughters'.
I!) Including one min o r m a id servant.
9) Three childr en, list ed as inmates, wer e rel a tives o f th e mast e r's.
10) Including two farmers' widows.

I I) Two m aid seivants.
12) Including thr ee widows.
13 ) ln t his column I h ave tr ied to ma ke visibl e the co ndiLion s of th e pr ese nt fa rm ing p opu la ti on as th at
14) sec tor of the popul a tion th a t co rr esp ond s t o th e pea , nt -farm ers of :1rlicr ce ntur ies. Fort y- thr ee
p erson s were acti ve farm e rs ; the [igure 64 includ es th e n on-ac tive fa rm ers, m o tl y pe nsio ners, living
.in the Ha gesta d area. Of th e acti ve fam1e rs, 2 1 per ce nt we re ov er 65 y ears o f age . Th e p erce nt ages
ln the column re fer to th e to ta l adult popul tio n of 381 pcr~ons. N o de l'a ilcd a na lys is h as b ee n
made of the o ther professional groups. Of the far m wo m en , th ree were engage d in wor k o u t ide
the farms at the time. There is a tendency for males t o stay o n the farms as compared with females
who, to a gre a ter extent have moved to more urbanized conditions .
15) No less than 20 hou seh old · fo rmed a new k ind o f co-ope rat ive unit ,s, eac h co mpo sed o f a youn g
couple with their childr e n ana the parents of e ith er hu sb and or wif e , Jiving sep ara tely but m ee tin g
daily for contacts and co-op eration. They either live on th e sam e farm or on t wo sep ara te farm s
which belong to the same owner. In the latter case the car and th e tdc ph one arc t he un itin g m edia.
16) Of the adult sons living at home, four worked outside the farm and some had not completed their
education or lived elsewhere in spite of being formally registered as livin g in their parents' home.
17) The same holds true for daughters living at home. Only one of them was engaged in work outside
the fann.
II!) None of the farm hands actually lived on the farms.
19) I have established this gr oup of agri cultural labourers,
the males, 42 per cent were over 65 years of age.

smallholders,

and fishermen (adults only). Of

20) This group comprises the rest of the adult population, labour e rs, craftsmen, local busin es smen and
some urban people who have theiMummer houses or p ersi o11ers' homes in the Hagestad area.
Please note that the percentage of children of th e total population was, for 1645, 45; for 17 71, 32;
for 11!70, 37 ; and for 1971!, 14. It is my impression that the rise in the number of children during
the 19th century is connected with a considerable difference as to child propagation between the
farmers and the cotters. lnteiviewers h ave reported that agricultural labourers and crofters consistently had very large families as compared with fanners at the tum of the last century. I find it
probable that the demographic situation was markedly different for farmers and for cotters from
the time when the two groups split into' two different classes during the second part of the 18th
century. I have investigated the mortality during the period 1760-1782, differentiating between
peasants and cotters. The outcome was a mortality coefficient of 32. l for cotters and 11!.5 for peasants and their households. The total number of deaths was 490 . See also my paper "The Oicological Approach" in Chance and Change, ed. S. Akerman, H.C. Johannsen, and D. Gaunt; Odense
1978, p. 156.
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As regards central Sweden, the 1kvarntullslii.ngd' (Mill Duty Register) of
162 8 for the F ogdo Parish shows a predominance of twelve to five for sonsin-law as compared to daughters-in-law living with their respective parentsin-law. In the parish of Jader the proportion was 11:5 in 1688, and in the
parish of Lundby near Vaster~s 12:2 in 1775. The rule there seems to have
been that a son who married moved away, whereas a daughter who married
stayed home, brought her husband there and took over the farm, in spite of
the law which stipulated that a daughter should take only one third as compared to a son. (The National Law Code of 1442 and the Law of 1734.) Ordinary people were probably well aware of the dangers of confrontations
between women endowed with authority within the same house. As long as
the women had to work outdoors such confrontations were of minor consequence. The new obstinacy of the young masters towards their retired
parents as it is reporte·d from 18th century Osterlen may have been an
elements of the same social syndrome.

Household communion and class opposition
In dealing specifically with the kinship relations within the peasant households it is easy to overlook the fact that the farm servants and casual workers
were of increasing numerical importance during the 18th century and that
much of the Gemeinschaft in everyday life remained undisturbed by the new
structures.
No doubt servants and other farm people were treated the same way as
the children and relatives of the master and mistress. Commensalism still included eating from the same pot, and part of the servants still came from
among the farmer's children. At the same time married cotters emerged as a
new class, and feelings of condescension and envy between farmers and
cotters arose, enhanced by the inveterate begging of the cotters' children.
The self-interests of the farmers were probably brou ght to the fore especially
in connection with the planning for th future and the marriage prospects
for their children. The privileged members of the peasant household were,
after all, the master and mistress, who had the power to arrange feasts, travel
to the city, rest in a screened-of double bed - and to give orders. The
cotters, to a large extent surplus children from the farms, now for their part
had a chance to marry and build a home for themselves. These unfavoured
adult farm children now had something to look forward to outside the
realm of farmsteads; as servants and labourers they had somewhere to go
back to, something to earn money for, in hort an identity which the farm
inmates of the preceding century had la.eked. Here was another reamn for a
certain class opposition, as yet slight, between the landed and the landless
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people of these village around 1800. The principle of economic calculation
for private benefit was slowly replacing the old corporate principle of equal
sharing.
The great secular change which doubled the population of the villages between 1694 and 1790 and then again multiplied it up till 1870 - Loderup
had 550 inhabitants in 1694, 1057 in 1790, 2472 in 1870 - had definitely
nothing to do with the government policy with regard to the dividing of
farms which was launched in 174 7, or the pious concern for as large a population as possible. The custom for women to bear many children survived
to the 1870's and 1880's, although on a lower level than during the feudal
stage. It is probable that we would discover marked differences between farmers and cottagers in these respects, were it possible to calculate the individual birth rate for each group. (See also under notes to table 2, p.102.) Great
epidemics were less numerous and the death rate came down to 25 per thousand as early as at the beginning of th 19th c ntury. While the birth rat e
was 30 per thousand of the mean population in the 1870's, the death rate at
the same time came down to 18 per thousand. The population increase be- ·
hind these figures was almost certainly related to the better supply of food
and, secondarily, to an increased disease resistance among children and in the
whole population.

Socio-economic

and cultural changes in the 19th century

One reason for the accentuation of the role of family and kinship during
the 19th century was the desire of the farmers to draw a line between themselves and the great mass of cotters, crofters and smallholders. In the feudal
stage, pastors and merchants did the same in relation to common folks. Contributing factors were the breaking up of village communities, the concentration of farm lands, and the riew opportunities fo1·fru·mers to buy and sell
land and to litigate over their rights to strips of land . In Loderup Parish the
Enclosure Law was effeduated in 1821. About half the farmsteads of Hagestad Village were moved from the long row along the road to separate locations in the fields; the remaining farmsteads today constitute a relatively
dense old-fashioned village, unusual for Sweden. The joint planning and
execution of the cultivation became obsolete, as did the common pasture in
the fallow fields. Thus the farmstead turned into a more closed economic
unit, in most cases served by four to five cottages in the neighbourhood. To
49 farmsteads with 52 households in Hagestad in 1870, there were 251
households of cotters and smallholders. The population pressure during the
19th century had lead to great land reclamation and to the rise ·of small holdings with barely enough land and cattle to carry the holders through the
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seasons when work at the wealthy farms was scarce. When the farmers of the
late 19th century became involved in the money economy and established a
regular market for milk and butter, as well as for cattle and swine for
slaughter, many of the previous domestic handicrafts were discarded. The
style of dress and furniture was shared with the growing crowds of urban
buyers of the 1860's and 18 ?O's. The occupational specialization in the
larger society lead to a standardization of that consumption. It is significant
for the continuous change in this direction that even the agrarian village of
Hagestad in 1870 accomodated 21 craftsmen with 3 journeymen. In 1694
only the church village housed any craftsmen at all - there were four of
them and at the time this was considered a lot.

IC

Map No. 2 Hagestad

/f,

1861 (revised 1907) (scale 1:100.000)

The Ordnance Survey Map of 1861, shows the extent, to which the formerly barren land north of
the road was rendered arable in the highly effective and intense land reclamation during the 19th century.
The cottages were deserted and torn down and the landless population was moved to another area
south of the village fields, the so-called 'moss', which was made habitable if not exactly fertile through
a co-operative draining operation in the 1820's. Still further south there is a sandy hillside. Even there,
many cottages were built in the time of scarcity and overpopulation in the 19th century. Beyond that,
the land of Loderup Parish ends along a curved line of dunes and seashore, the 'Sandhammaren'.
On the cartographical picture of the Hagestad area today, the main elements of the ecological history are well discernible.
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Breaches in the solidarit y of the households
The structural chang es, already noted for the 18th century, were accentuated towards the end of th e 19th century. Adult farmers' daughters did
not h ave to take part in heavy work to the sam e ex tent as f male serva nts.
The farmer's family slowly emerged as a separate group in every day ljfe.
In some cases separate quarters for servants and casual labour ers were built,
the so-c alled folks' ro om (fo lhastugan). Another differentiation
of the
dwelling was the addition of a b d r om for the master and mistress and their
small children.
Th old ·ompani on bip th at arn se from sleepin g in a omm o n roo m was
now br o ken. Th e fema le servants had th eir sleepin g qu arte r in Lhe folk
room whil e t h male far m han ds t ill slept in a small unh ea led room adjo inin g th e stable - "b ut they used to lrnv a maid for comp any". On e infonn an t rep or ted th at h e saw fe male hands walk naked over the yard to
the st abl e ro m. Thi s was meant Lo illustrate the fact that those were days
when, in spite of the pastors' neverending efforts, there were fewer sex
taboos than in our days. The number of illegitimate children actually rose
during the 19th century, in Loderup Parish from 4 % of all new-born babies
in the 1840's to 14 % in the first decade of the 20th century; it began to decline in the 1940's. We must not draw the conclusion that sexual liberty increased but that the social control loosened as the mobility between districts
rose, perhaps because of the rise of the railways.
In the 1890's and at the beginning of th e 20th cen tury , th custom or
eatin g from a com m on bowl was gradually given up. It was consid ered un savoury to put one' s po on in to th e sam e porrid ge bowl as a snuffchewing
cott er. (The habit of chewin g nu ff grew rapidly in Sweden amon g the
common people during the latter half of th e 19th century.) Anoth er old
habit was to defecate on the dunghill. This was given up when, between
1880 and the beginning of the 20th century, the farmers built separate
privies (provitt). On large farms such as Hagestaborg, with 135 hectares,
folks' privies were located separately from t he more elaborate ones of the
farmer's fa_mily.
On the whole, the farmers around 1900 displayed a cultural level which
clearly distinguished them from the cotters and other landless people. The
farmer could now spend more time on convivial gatherings at the inns. His
role as an employer was more pronounced. Rich farmers would appear as
squires, carrying a walking stick for dignity, wearing high boots, and with a
certain martial touch to the dress. The economic dealings with buyers of
live stock and grain as well as with sellers of machines and seed required
much time during this epoch of private enterprise.
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The relative absence on the farms of manual work for the managers gave
them an opportunity to get involved in the planning and organization of the
economy for the whole district. l\lany road-owners' associations, co-operative dairies, companies for steam threshing-machines, breeders' associations
and farmers' unions were founded in the l 890's and earlier. (Osterlcn was,
however, late in this respect as compared to the central southern and western
part of Scania.) Now the foundation was laid for the farmers' organisation
movement that was to lead to an integration of another dimension than that
of the village communities. Denmark's farmers had paved the way in this
field two or three decades earlier. The farmers accomplished much organisational work of this kind without other remuneration than the festive meetings which were as obligatory after every proper meeting as they had been
after the village working parties.

Fhe new kinship culture
Intercourse with relatives now took on a new importance as a ·way of
spending the extended leisure time of the farmers and their families, who
had access to horses for their Sunday excursions. It was more interesting to
visit siblings and cousins in neighbouring villages and parishes now, when the
visiting could be done with a certain ostentation. The black-varnished
carriages, often with a couchbox, upholstered seats, mudguards, hoods and a
holder for the metal mounted and bright coloured whip, were common in
Osterlen at the beginning of this century. They were considered appropriate
for visits to relatives and they signified that on Sundays the farmer was a
patron's equal. It was only the family of the farmer that counted: the servants had to stay home. This leisuretime and kinship ideology of the farmers
around 1900 was partly modelled on the life style of pastors and the rural
gentry one hundred years earlier.
For those who had to walk,,visits with kin outside the neighbourhood
were less frequent. A threshing-man who lived in the Vallby Village in the
1890's had not seen his parents for five years, although they lived in Stiby,
five kilometers away. When he finally went to visit them they had, without
his knowledge, moved to another parish.
In everyday life the neighbourly contacts
During these years, when the blacksmitl1's
. age in agriculture, the village smithy served
all farmers in the area. Everybody had an
bolt.

were still of main importance.
iron age ucceeded the wooden
as a common meeting place for
errand there, if only to fetch a
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If we regard the marked growth of contacts between relatives from the
end of the 19th century as an ecological manifestation of a relatively leisured
situation and improved transportation
facilities for farmers and their
families, the many statements that "people used to claim kindred with more
distant relatives in olden times" or that "kinship used to be more important
than now" can be fitted into the historical development. In villages or
districts like Hagestad and Loderup, cousinhood and neighbourhood were of
course often identical, and a farmer who tried to establish equally frequent
relations with all his siblings and cousins would soon have enough of his kin.
It is true that the nearest neighbours and most relatives expected to be invited to the after Christmas parties, and even to birthdays, but the intimate
and frequent contacts were restricted to just a few relatives with whom the
mutual identification was particularly strong for historical or psychological
reasons. The kinship ideology also had a social dimension: equality of status
was important for actual kinship intercourse. The historical aspect was
noticeable as well. A strong memory of the childhood situation went parallel
with pronounced feelings for one's family of orientation; a genuine genealogical interest in the past of one's parents and grandparents generated close
ties with cousins and second cousins (Sw. syssling). The intensive cemetery
culture, characteristic for the Loderup church-yard of to-day, had its origin
in the early 20th century.

Survival of subsistence economy and co-operative habits
The strong local integration with its daily social and economic contacts
between neighbours was not broken up by the enclosure reforms. The old
community spirit survived, in part, to the turn of the century, although
diluted in comparison with conditions at the beginning of the mastery
stage. The eleven farms of eastern Hagestad shared a threshing machine and a
traction engine around 1910. The meeting for the checking of accounts and
the subsequent feast was held at Christmas time, each year on a different
farm by rotation. To a certain extent, the traditional interdependence between the cotters and the farmers was also upheld.
Considerable quantities of food were given away at Christmas time. Bread
was the staple food and the receiver was given the quality of bread which
corresponded to his status (in the 1890's). In the early days of November it
was customary to drive to the windmill with two barrels (120 kg) of rye and
one barrel of wheat, to have it ground whole or finebolted. One baking was
made of coarse rye bread, one baking of home-bolted sweet-sour bread, one
baking of fine-bolted rye bread and one baking of wheat breat . The sweetened
"coffee bread" was baked from the finest flour from the steam-mill. The
stock of bread had to be plentiful because there was going to be a pro-
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cession of food beggars. All cotters' wives, whose husbands had <lone seasonal work on the farm, as well as the wives of the shoemakers and the tailor, found a pretext to visit the farmstead before Christmas, with a milk can
"to buy handskimmed milk". On leaving the farm they were invariably provided with an extra bundle. Servants and threshing men received so-called
Christmas food to be brought home to parents and wives. It consisted of a
cake of bolted bread of both kinds, and in addition salted and cooked pork
and salted and dried mutton. Needy widows who mack a living by spinning
and by knitting stockings and who received support from the municipality
in the form of grain also came to the farmsteads and wen.' not supposed to
go away empty-handed; they were given slices of two kinds of bread and
some meat. Bread was, however, also payment for work. Those cotters'
wives who spun for "poundbread" (pungabriid) received one round loaf for
one lispund (= 20 pounds= 8,5 kg) of yarn.
Much of the old congeniality and companionship survived in the households, and the excessive drinking and eating habits certainly contributed to
this. The master used to come out and serve schnaps with coffee at the
ditch-bank when the servants worked in the fields. The adult son still had
to sleep in the farm-hands' quarters, in order not to be spoiled (in the
1890's) and the daughters took part in the milking of cows. Much practical
as well as verbal _joking was done during work and on the days of rest. The
servants were expected to join the master and mistress of the house when
they attended church on Sundays. The hierarchical order was at its climax,
which also meant that everybody accepted his status. This was, in turn, a
condition for the solidarity on another level of life. On a certain Hagestad
farm in the 191 O's the following order was followed at the table: .first sat the
master and mistress at the head of the table, then followed the first hand,
the second hand and the third hand in due order. Beneath them sat the
groom. At the opposite side of the table sat the "biggest (= eldest) senior
maid" and the "small_junior maid". The children had to stand at the bottom
of the table. Only after Confirmation and equipped with a watch and long
trousers did they reach the status of a grown-up, with the right to sit at the
table.

C. THE NUCLEAR

STAGE

In the completely new economic situation after the Second World War,
village co-operation collapsed and the exploitation of the poor cottagers
disappeared. The former agrarian class society was replaced by interest associations, rural depopulation and an affluent standard of living for all. The
farm household as well as the farmer's family has consequently shrunk to
nuclear size.
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While the farmers' economy in the 18th and 19th centuries consisted only
partly of the gro\ ing exchange with the towns and cities, the situation of
20th century agriculture can only be fully understood within the macroecological context. At the beginning of this century the farmer was, it is
true, like a king on his homestead. llut change was a characteristic of the
capitalist economy, and if the servants went around looking for new employment around 1890, the masters themselves were forced tu search for
labourers around 1905. Gradually, the employees' market obtained predominance, and the farmers had to put up with hands of 17 and 18 years.
This refers to a transitional period. The present organized farm workers
constitute, of course, a highly qualified labour force, as for instance tractor drivers or dairymen. While a farm hand's salary used to be an insignificant part of the farm turnover (for example: 137 crowns per year of' a total
sum of 14,525 crowns in a Salarp farm north of Hagestad in 1882), one
dairyman's fixed annual income in fact used up the whole surplus production in the 1960's. Today, most farms in Hages tad have abandoned dairyfarming; some farmers have specialized in the fattening of pigs or beef cattle
or broilers. Egg-laying hens was an ancillary industry in the 1950's. The twostoried large barn (cowbam) at the farm of Hagestaborg was then adapted to
the raising of 28.000 broilers per batch and was leased by the multinational
Ivo Food AB with integrated stages of production. The employed specialists
are completely outside the control of the farmer. Presently there are four
agricultural labourers in Hagestad and not a single housemaid; occasionally
unqualified charwomen are hired. The exploitation of the farm labourers by
the farmers has disappeared in our time of agro-business. The farmer himself is again the main worker in his agricultural enterprise, and his wife wiJl
Map No. 3 Ha ges tad 1974
Houses: open markings= dwellings, bold markings = outbuildings.
Map. Nr. 3 covers a section of Hagestad according to 'The Economic Map of 1971 '. The scale is
identical with th at of Map No. 1 of 1732. The line of farms along the village street is still there, although the separation between dwellings and outbuildings is more pronounced than in the 19th q :ntury when th e custom of building the farm in a quadrangul ar form was first broken. Most dwelling
houses in the densely built village as well a.:; on the scattered farmsteads are oriented with their long
sides in an eastw est direction, in accordance with pre-historic traditions. North of the village the fields
are partly enclosed by stone fences built in the last century . The scattered farms are still relatively
closed habitations with their outbuildings arranged in some kind of incomplete quadrangle. Trees,
hedges, and gardens are imperative. In some cases additional dwelling houses for retired farmers have
been erected on or near the farmsteads. The former cottages in the moss area and on the sandy hills
are now inhabited by summerguests, if they have not been demolished. There is on the whole a tendency for town people to buy houses and even farms for vacation homes, thereby causing the prices
to rise dr asti cally. The only essentially new ph enomenon after the Second World War is the considerable concentration of summer houses on th e dune s, representing planned tracts for townspe ople,
some of them relatives of the "native" population.
These recreation areas are situated outside Map No. 3, and so is the municipality of Li:iderup by
the railway station. The railway is now shtit down and motor cars, buses, lorries, and tractors have
taken over the transportation.
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join him as a tractor driver only in periods of hectic work. The principal objective is no doubt that of crop production, traditionally the task of men.
The attachment to the soil is therefore essential as is shown by the location
of the buildings close by the fields both on the 20 farmsteads still lying ina row along the old village street and the 36 detached farmsteads (G. Strcusicdlcr) south of the village. (See map on p.111). The number of farms is at
present (1978) no more than 41.

Individual farmsteads

and inter-local co-operation

In the light of present-day business economic, it seems to be esscntjal that
the typical farmstead of Hagestad, which nowadays comprises on the average
25 hectares, was able to survive in spite of the pronounced hunger for land
during the 19th century. The tendency is now to unite the farms to achieve
greater efficiency. From the 1880's onwards, the migration away from the
parish led to a continuous population decrease which particularly affected
Hagestad, traditionally
an agricultural area. The cotters made a huge
achievement in the 19th century by cultivating new lands for the farmers as
well as for themselves. Their habitations are located in the southern part of
the village, in the so-called Moss. No matter how unjust the mastery domination was for the majority, the relatively large size of the farms facilitated
investments in machines, in tile drainage, and in outbuildings at the time
when specialization succeeded subsistence economy in the 20th century.
And the operations were run by fairly well educated and independent
managers who brought their whole ability to their tasks and who did not
hesitate to work hard and to take risks in order to get good results. This
entrepreneurial attitude is, however, combined with an equally pronounced
collective organization on the inter-local level, so that practically everything
the farm produces is sold and distributed through the economic associations
of the agricultural co-operative movement. There are specialized associations
for grain, sugar-beets, potatoes, milk, eggs, forestry products, livestock and
beef cattle, oil plants, seeds and~canned vegetables. The transfer of capital,
also, is channeled largely within the farmers' co-operative associations
through the General Mortgage Bank of Sweden (1861) and the agricultural
credit banks. This huge co-operative organization which became more and
more centralized, was not created by any Government authorities or urban
specialists: it was the result of the farmers's own initiatives and their small,
local voluntary associations. The appearance of farm squires can thus be
fitted historically into a secular process: without the economic margin
available at the end of the 19th century, the farmers might have fallen into
the hands of private creditors. The absence of any feudal oppression was
certainly on the whole a decisive factor for the rise of an independent and
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politically active farming population (Sw. bondestand). The noteworthy
education granted by the Church since the 17th century probably contributed to the appearance of, first, an affluent folk culture (which was "sacral" in comparison with the contemporary bourgeois culture) and, later,
such an occupational group of qualified and effective specialists as the
Hagestad farmers after World War II.

l

Those cotters who would have been eligible for landshares at the end of
the 19th century, if a social revolution had taken place, soon emigrated to
railway settlements and towns, and the difficult adjustment to their new
conditions was undoubtedly made less painful by the fact that they had no
strong ownership or kinship ties to their place of origin. Such sudden and destructive changes did not affect other parts of the agricultural population
during the 19th century. For the cotters and craftsmen the various pietistic
movements became a substitute for the local integration in their native area.
These organisations and ideological identifications - utopian or revolutionary - also presupposed a certain level of education. In the rural world
the disintegration of the social and economic network between neighbours
took place in the 20th century for complicated economic reasons. The destruction of one sector after the other of the subsistence economy of the
farms and villages during the industrialization from the 18 7 O's onwards
meant that commodities could be produced more cheaply in factories. This
was one reason why the rural households grew smaller. Still more important
in the long run was the fact that in the -new money economy the industrial
workers received their wages in cash, which in turn brought about the same
payment system for farm hands. The less developed specialization and
money economy on the farmsteads made this cash payment system quite
painful for the farmers, even if housemaids and farm labourers constituted a
low-income group. For this reason the number of servants was drastically cut
during the first decade of the 20th century. The money economy and the
businesslike cost estimates carried out by the farmers from the late 19th
century on brought about that people were more particular about what was
given away and, conversely, that the work obligations of the seekers of relief
towards the farm lapsed. A personal dependence on the neighbour with
regard to the exchange of labour, of commodities, of draught animals, and of
equipment came to be regarded as an economic and psychological burden,
from which one wanted to free oneself when these services came to be
counted in money. In this new situation many who had been used to the
generosity and group solidarity of pre-industrial times reacted with invectives
as "greedy peasants" or "disobliging, conceited neighbours" towards those
who combined businesslike cal~ulation with family-egotism.
As a consequence, there is no longer any co-operation between the average
farmers in Hagestad. Only small farms of up to 10 hectares practise a certain
mutual aid as regards expensive machines. Independence is appreciated both

L
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as an economic advantage, because it allows an efficient adjustment to prevailing conditions of weather and soil, and as a release from moral restraint.
The sizes and types of agricultur-:11 machinery have been adjusted to the
separate farmstead as the standard unit. The productivity and the flexibility
of the pattern of production which are achieved with this form of management, innovativeness, and advanced anonymous interlocal co-operation,
make this system the most effective economic variant for the time being.
An inverse correlation exists between two deepgoing processes, one
towards less personal collaboration between neighbours, the other towards
· more impersonal co-operation between different economic and geographic
sectors of the larger society. The present stage in this balance between two
separate levels of socio-cultural integration - one negative, the other positive
- makes our village represent an advanced socio-economic structure in comparison with rural areas in other parts of the world.
The predominant attitude is that it is a privilege to live on lone farmsteads
with fields covering the space between neighbours. And it is difficult to
notice any difference in behaviour between the farmers in the village and
those on the detached farmsteads. In neither case is proximity any reason for
social contacts. On the other hand, one can note a certain traditionalism in
present day Hagestad that is markedly different from that of urban areas in
Sweden. The church is visited by about fifty attendants every Sunday. The
graves are looked a.0 ter very reverently, although that is not specific for Loderup. The attitude towards death is realistic in an old-fashioned way, and
the tombstone and other details are often prepared during one's life-time.
The newest dwelling-house of the village was built in 1921. To live in a farmhouse that was built in the mastery stage gives a certain status and a low
ceiling is considered cosy, but indoors everything has been modernized and
every house has a W.C., a bathroom, an electric stove, hot and cold running
water, refrigerator and freezer.
The most thorough modernization has, however, taken place in the outbuildings: automatic cleaning and feeding and - where there are still milk
cows on th_e farm - release systems for milking. Mutual entertainment clubs
are formed by parishioners on an equal footing. The "easterners", or the
neighbours from the eastern part of Hagestad village have, to a certain extent, kept up their social contacts and meet - wives included - once a
month for entertainment. This custom is in fact a continuation of the milkincome account meetings mentioned above. Formerly there used to be a
common breeding bull for the eastern part of Hagestad. Now there is an
association called "The memory of the bull". The farmers meet and celebrate by playing cards, drinking coffee laced with brandy, and arranging
meals together. The "westerners" are said to be a little more religious - they

l
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live nearer to the church. These traditional meetings do nut, however, interfere much with everyday life and the ordinary friendship relations of people
who are not close neighbours.

Succession, inheritance, local solidarity, and family relations
It never happens that a farm is divided. In some cases a farm without a
manager is leased by the neighbour. No land is sold to people outside the
extended village. Neighbours have an option according to law, should a farm
be offered for sale. The Hagestad farmers are very conscious of their ancestors and there is a strong patrilocal tendency. During the last decades
wives have moved in from quite distant places, and this is considered a
factor that brings in new customs.
The parish solidarity thus lives on embracing social contacts, as does the
age-old antagonism toward the adjacent parish of Borrby. The educational
level is high, and all farmers' children are supposed to pass senior high school
or junior college (gymnasium). This goes together with an exodus of young
people.
•

I

In the era of automobiles, telephones and television, the former kinship
contacts with brothers, sisters, cousins, and second cousins have decreased
in favour of countless new relationships with the surrounding world. Most
farmers now have two cars, one for the wife and the young ones. The women
who were housewives during the 1920's and 1930's, nowadays do not
accept the role as farm mistress only. They tend to go into jobs as office employees or hospital attendants after their period of child-rearing. The isolated nuclear family has completely displaced the extended household, and
tendencies of disintegration can be noted even within the small family.
Young people do not willingly accompany their parents on a visit to relatives; they prefer their own companions. The cohesion of the family is not
the same if the wife has employment outside the farm and has a car at her
disposal. But the exclusive relatiDns among the family members are intense
due to the long period of child-rearing, the sharing of leisure time, and due
to the fact that meals are taken without any servants.

Household structure and /£seal policy
The farming population and their household, being the main operating
units for agricultural labour, have been in the focus of interest for exploiting
landlords and State authorities right from the early Middle Ages, as can also
be seen from the zealous interest in establishing population registers an<i
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taxation lists. As long as the inmates were serfs, their control was left to
their lords. The abolition of serfdom should be seen as a policy to further
land reclamations and the growth of the number of taxpayers. Inmates were
not easily tolerated by the medieval legal codes; they were supposed to
become regular servants or, had they een able to accumulate some cattle or
other possessions, to take up farming together with an established peasantfarmer. Thus, the law made provisions for double households, Sw. bolag.
During the 16th and 17th centuries repeated Royal Ordinances forbade
the inveterate keeping of sound and healthy inmates. This measure was
meant to reduce the size of the farming households, as was the suppressing
of laterally ex tended families. These Karelian type ex tended families existed
in peripheral forest areas of Sweden like Dalsland and Varmland (and Dalecarlia) during the 16th century and even later. Only in the 18th century,
when ome of the symbiotic aptitude o[ people was fading away, were inmates and cotters regarded with more tolerance by the authorities. Especially the cultivation of new land and the establishment of cottages was encouraged, to the benefit of farmers-employers as well as conscription
officers. However, the effectiveness of such policies was not great. The size
of the population in general and of the poor cotters in particular grew
rapidly in central Sweden even during the 17th century when the dividing of
farmsteads was restricted. The number of farms, on the other hand, did not
increase the fertile areas in spite of the later liberal rules for the splitting of
farm land.
One dispiriting measure taken by the Danish autont1es during the 17th
and 18th centuries was the equalization of all farmsteads in villages, meaning
that all sh( 1tld cultivate the same amount of land. This may well have negatively influenced the initiative and mood of the peasant-farmers. Such restrictions were unheard of during the 19th century. They cropped up again
with the rational planning fervour after World War I.
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POSTSCRIPT
Borje Hanssen died on November 29, 1979. The proofs of his article were read hy the editor, by
Karin Marcusson (Sweden), and by Palle Christiansen (Denmark). The article is as closely as possible
in accordance with the original manuscript. However, a few passages and sub-headlines had to be
omitted.

It should be pointed out that by describing the period up to ca. 1730 as 'serfdom stage', B. Hanssen does not use the term 'serfdom' as it is commonly used in literature. In earlier papers, he had
called this period 'The feudal stage', but he felt that the term 'feudal' had too many irrelevant
connotations. The same objections can be made against the term 'serfdom', though. Finding an exact
term for that period was not his intention, however; he merely wanted to emphasize the basic structural differences between the social and cultural conditions of that period and the one he labeled 'The
mastery stage'.
Palle Christiansen
University of C'?penhagen

